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This paper proposes a hybrid diagnostic method for early detection of COVID-19 based on 

support vector machine (SVM) and selected deep features of chest computed tomography 

(CT) images. The developed method consists of four main parts including the feature 

extractor part, feature selection part, classifier part and optimizer part. In the feature 

extraction part, a convolutional neural network (ConvNet) is implemented for image 

preprocessing and extraction of new features from CT images. In the feature selection part, 

minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR) method is applied to select the most 

effective and informative features for extracted deep features by ConvNet. The selected 

features are fed into SVM in the classification part. Free hyper-parameters such as size and 

number of filters in ConvNet, and penalty factor in SVM control their accuracy and 

robustness. In the optimization part of the developed method, we applied the black widow 

optimization algorithm (BWOA) for optimal tuning of these parameters. The acquired 

outcomes demonstrated that the developed diagnostic method has excellent performance in 

the detection of COVID-19 and distinguishing it from other frequent respiratory illnesses 

using only small number of training data, which has huge possibility to help physicians and 

pulmonologist in performing a quick diagnosis. The developed diagnostic method can 

mitigate the enormous amount of work from professional treatment staff particularly when 

the healthcare system is overburdened. 

1. Introduction 

The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus, which first emerged in a city of China, Wuhan, in the late 2019, 

spread quickly throughout the world and led to unprecedented global health and financial crisis. This mysterious disease is titled 
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COVID-19 and the virus is termed SARS-CoV2. To date (10 December 2020), more than 69 million coronavirus cases have 

been affirmed, and more than 1.57 M people have died from COVID-19 [1]. The regular clinical features of this deadly disease 

include low-grade or high-grade fever, nonproductive cough, tiredness, aches and pains, diarrhea, sore throat, chest pain or 

pressure, headache, dyspnea, and taste/smell loss [2]. Because of the intensive infectivity of COVID-19, prompt and accurate 

diagnostic methods are urgently required to recognize, isolate and treat the patients immediately [3]. Timely identification and 

isolation of affected people could reduce the risk of further public contamination and fatality rates significantly. 

Real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is the most commonly known medical examination 

technique currently used for the diagnosis of COVID-19, which depends on capturing and detecting the virus. However, some 

patients with a possibly novel coronavirus infection may have initial negative RT-PCR findings, according to recent research 

papers [4- 6]. Reasons for fake negative RT-PCR tests may involve inadequate cellular material for the detection as well as 

improper nucleic acid extraction from clinical materials. The low sensitivity of RT-PCR test is unacceptable in the present 

epidemic situation. In certain cases, it is very difficult to know about infected people and get adequate care on time. Because of 

the transmissible nature of novel coronavirus, the infected people can have the virus spread to healthy people. In addition, RT-

PCR tests need a laboratory, so it is a time-consuming test. These important issues and other disadvantages reduce the trust on 

RT-PCR test.  

Recent studies suggest that radiology-imaging techniques, especially chest computed tomography (CT) images, can provide 

important and discriminating information about infection caused by COVID-19 virus. In addition, chest CT imaging might show 

irregularities and abnormalities earlier than RT-PCR examination, based on the findings. Several research findings have shown 

significant changes in CT scan images prior COVID-19 symptoms started [7, 8]. Chest CT test is fast and easy and has already 

had successful success in the diagnosis of some of the other coronaviruses [9]. Utilizing chest CT images to detect COVID-19 

is therefore not an ideal solution. Radiologists still find it challenging to distinguish between infected and uninfected lungs. 

Unfortunately, with a visual inspection, this suffers from the unavoidable human mistake and malfunction, which can be further 

amplified by the low quality of CT images. Furthermore, excellently-trained algorithms in machine learning (ML) can 

concentrate on points that are not perceptible to the doctor’s unaided vision, and therefore can serve to change such a perception 

[10]. In addition, providing expert clinicians to each and every clinic is a difficult challenge due to a limited number of 

radiologists, especially in remote areas. Accurate, quick and easy solutions focused on ML-based approaches could therefore be 

incredibly helpful in tackling this problem and providing patients with timely assistance. 

Over the past few years, ML-based approaches have become one of the leading research topics in medical image computing 

as well as in clinical diagnosis [10-17]. Such intelligent technologies also have great benefits over radiologists. They are 

reproducible, and hence they identify the subtle changes that visual observation cannot identify. Since the start of the COVID-

19 outbreak, several studies have been done on chest X-ray and CT image processing using ML algorithms with the aim of 

providing a fast and accurate COVID-19 diagnosis method. Most of the developed methods have used convolutional neural 

networks (ConvNet) as the classifier [18- 33]. As an example, in [18] ten popular ConvNet architectures such as AlexNet, 

GoogleNet, VGG-19, VGG-16, SqueezeNet, ResNet-18, MobileNet-V2 and Xception were applied to analyze CT images to 

detect COVID-19 infection. The best performance, 99.51% recognition accuracy is achieved by ResNet-101 architecture. In 

[19], various common pre-trained ConvNet architectures such as ResNet18, ResNet50, ResNet101, and SqueezeNet were utilized 

for CT images analysis and COVID-19 detection. In the introduced approach, three levels of decomposition on CT images have 

been performed [34] by the stationary wavelet transform and also the wavelet output is utilized as the ConvNet architecture’s 

input. Authors in [20] have used a total number of 617,775 CT images from 4154 infected people for implementing and 

developing a ConvNet based model to diagnose COVID-19 precisely. The proposed technique performs well in identifying some 
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features such as ground-glass opacities (GGO), interstitial changes with a peripheral distribution, and multifocal patchy 

consolidation, which shows COVID-19 in the patients’ CT images. In [21], combination of ConvNet and Long-Short Term 

Memory (LSTM) was utilized for COVID-19 detection. In this approach, ConvNet is used for feature extraction from CT images, 

and LSTM is used for classification purpose. Authors in [22] have utilized 4356 chest CT images obtained from 3322 patients 

for developing a 3D ConvNet-based model for acquiring a per-exam sensitivity of 90% and a per-exam specificity of 96% in 

COVID-19 diagnosis from community-acquired pneumonia. Researchers in [23] have gathered 4982 CT slices from 3645 

COVID-19 affected people to develop a dual-sampling attention network for COVID-19 detection and distinguish this disease 

from other similar diseases. The dataset is provided by eight collaborative hospitals. The developed method can detect the 

COVID-19 images by 87.5% recognition accuracy and 0.944 area under the curve (AUC) value. In [24], researchers have used 

132,583 CT image slices form 1186 patients to train a ConvNet. The developed method had 96.00% recognition accuracy with 

AUC of 0.95.     

Although the ConvNet-based detection approaches and systems have satisfactory and favorable specificity and sensitivity, 

but still using the ConvNet for screening COVID-19 is a challenging task for the researchers. First, most of the available 

ConvNet-based approaches are applied on relatively large datasets. Acquiring adequate number of CT samples combined with 

precisely annotated labels require lots of effort and also it is not economical, particularly for some small hospitals in some 

developing countries.  Considering the fact that the race and the COVID-19 mortality rate are strongly related, we will get to 

know that how serious the situation is. The behavior of COVID-19 varies from community to community. Thus, developing a 

new diagnostic method which there is no need of large amounts of data is necessary. Secondly, in the ConvNet’s structure there 

exists various hyper-parameters affecting its accuracy. Due to the fact that there are internal relations among these hyper-

parameters, they should be optimized and tuned optimally to result in achieving reasonable performance and high accuracy. In 

most of the COVID-19 diagnostic approaches based on ConvNet, researchers normally have selected these parameters using 

error and trial, and they are not optimized. Third, most ConvNet models consider the accuracy as the main metric at the cost of 

more layers, more parameters, and more operations. In a typical ConvNet, most of the weights are in the fully connected layers 

(FCLs). Inference of ConvNets with large architecture on microprocessors is quite challenging because these devices are usually 

limited in terms of performance, cost, memory, and energy [35]. 

Considering the importance of early and accurate detection of COVID-19, a simple, fast and accurate diagnostic method is 

proposed in this study. In the developed method, we used ConvNet for automatic feature extraction from CT image slices. The 

convNets have been used in different practical problems due to their excellent feature extraction capability [36- 39]. In order to 

improve the generalization capability, we used support vector machine (SVM) instead of FCLs. Outstanding generalization 

capability of SVM makes it different from other classification algorithms. The SVM is one of the few ML algorithms to handle 

the generalization issue [40]. Recently, nature inspired optimizers have attracted the attention of researchers to solve complex 

engineering problems[46-48]. Moreover, black widow optimization algorithm (BWOA) is applied to find the optimal hyper-

parameters of ConvNet and SVM. The BWOA is one of the most accurate and fast nature-based optimization algorithms that 

has been introduced recently [41]. For further improvement of recognition accuracy and reduction of computational burden, 

minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR) feature selection algorithm is implemented to select the most efficient 

features. The selected features are fed to SVM for final classification. The main contributions of our developed diagnostic method 

are as follow:  

 Designing the ConvNet and SVM with optimal architecture in order to enhance the recognition accuracy 

 Selection of the most efficient deep features using mRMR that are more efficient than concatenated deep features, in 

order to decrease the computational burden and enhance recognition accuracy   
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 Improving the generalization capability by replacing SVM with FCL 

The rest of the article is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces CT images and their characteristics, and feature selection 

algorithm. Section 3 presents the proposed method and provides details. In the fourth section, the results of numerical studies 

and simulations are presented. Section 5 summarizes and concludes the paper.  

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 CT Images  

Although the RT-PCR test is remarkably specific, its low sensitivity of 65-95 percent indicates that even though the patient 

is infected, this method may be negative. Another issue is that doctors must wait for the lab results, which could also require 

around 24 hours or even more than that, while the CT results are instantly available [42, 43]. Chest CT imaging can manifest 

abnormalities in advance of the RT-PCR approach, by experiences obtained over the recent four months. High-resolution CT is 

currently included as one of the primary approaches for screening, primary diagnosis, and disease severity assessment. A CT 

scan is a diagnostic imaging process that utilizes computer-processed combinations of many X-ray measurements collected from 

different angles to generate cross-sectional (tomographic) images of particular areas of a scanned object, allowing the user to see 

without cutting inside the object.  

The most common finding in COVID-19 infections obtained through chest computed tomography images is the GGO 

pattern [42]. Figure 1 shows a chest CT-images of an adult female, who had a high fever for a week with shortness of breath and 

progressive nonproductive coughing. In this case, the RT-PCR test was positive for COVID-19, and saturation at admission was 

65 percent. There were broad bilateral GGO with a posterior predominance. Moreover, the broadening of the vessels is a regular 

finding in the region of ground glass. Figure 2 shows this fact. 

In some cases, there are thickening intralobular and interlobular lines as well as a GG model that is called crazy paving 

(CP). It has commonly been assumed that this model is seen in a slightly later time [43]. Figure 3 shows this fact. Additional 

frequent discovery in the areas of GGO is traction bronchiectasis [43]. Figure 4 shows this fact. In certain instances, structural 

deformation with the configuration of subpleural bands is observed that can be seen in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 1. Broad bilateral GGO with a posterior predominance 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/broadening/synonyms
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Figure 2. Widening of the vessels 

 
Figure 3. CP pattern in CT images 

 
Figure 4. Traction bronchiectasis 
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Figure 5. Architectural distortion 

Findings achieved by original chest computerized tomography in COVID-19 instances comprise bilateral, multilobar GGO 

with a posterior or peripheral spread, mostly in the bottom lobes and less commonly distributed in the middle lobe. Also, 

consolidation superposed on ground-glass opacity as the primary imaging exhibition takes place in a smaller number of samples, 

largely in patients with higher ages. Some other fewer discoveries through original chest computerized tomography are 

subpleural involvement, septal thickening, pleural thickening, and bronchiectasis, which are less frequent [42, 43]. 

2.2 mRMR 

This feature selection algorithm is a filtering approach that attempts to reduce redundancy between redundancies of chosen 

features while attempting to choose the most associated features with class tags. This feature selection algorithm regards each 

feature as a discrete coincidence variable and employs the mutual information (MI) between them to assess the grade of 

resemblance between the two features, X and Y, utilizing the 𝐼(𝑋, 𝑌) as follow: 

𝐼(𝑋, 𝑌) = ∑ ∑ (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝(𝑥,𝑦)

𝑝1(𝑥)𝑝2(𝑥)
)                                                                                                                                            𝑥𝜖𝑋𝑦𝜖𝑌         (1) 

In Eq. (1), 𝑝1(𝑥) and 𝑝2(𝑥) show the marginal probability distribution function of coincidence variables, and 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦) shows 

the combined probability distribution function of X and Y. To facilitate equation, each feature 𝑓𝑖 is explained as a vector shaped 

by ordering K features (𝑓𝑖[𝑓𝑖
1, 𝑓𝑖

2, 𝑓𝑖
3, … , 𝑓𝑖

𝐾]). The 𝑓𝑖 serves as an example of a discrete coincidence variable and MI between 𝑖 

and 𝑗 features explained as 𝐼(𝑓𝑖, 𝑓𝑗). Where 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑑; 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑑 and 𝑑 represents the number of feature vector. The 

concept of MI is used not only for level the of similarity between two features but also for measuring the similarity I(H, 𝑓𝑖) 

between any feature i and the class labels vector, ℎ = [ℎ1, ℎ2, … , ℎ𝑁]. Let S be the set of selected features and |𝑆| shows the 

number of selected features. Two conditions need to be met to ensure that the best features are selected. The first one is termed 

the minimum redundancy condition: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑊, 𝑊 =
1

|𝑆|2
∑ 𝐼(𝐹𝑖 , 𝐹𝑗)                                                                                                                                                      𝐹𝑖𝐹𝑗𝜖𝑆               (2) 

         The other is the maximum relevance condition: 

max 𝑉, 𝑉 =
1

|𝑆|
∑ 𝐼(𝐹𝑖, 𝐻)                                                                                                                                       𝐹𝑖𝜖𝑆                                   (3) 

The two simple combinations that combine the two conditions can be denoted by the following equations: 

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑉 − 𝑊)                                                                                                                                                                                                       (4) 
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𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑉
𝑊⁄ )                                                                                                                                                                                                       (5) 

According to the above equations, since the search algorithm is required to select the best number of feature, primarily, the 

first feature is selected according to Eq. (3). Then the feature i that provides Eqs. (6) and (7) is selected at each step and this 

feature is stored in the selected feature set. ohm;s = ohm; −S represents all the features except for selected features: 

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑓𝑖𝜖𝑜ℎ𝑚;𝑆
= 𝐼(𝐻, 𝐹𝑖)                                                                                                                                                                                   (6) 

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑓𝑖𝜖𝑜ℎ𝑚;𝑆
=

1

|𝑆|
∑ 𝐼(𝐹𝑖, 𝐹𝑗)                                                                                                                                𝐹𝑖𝜖𝑆                                    (7) 

The combinations of Eqs. (4) to (6) and (5) to (7) shape two feature selection criteria for the algorithm named Mutual 

Information Difference (MID) and Mutual Information Quotient (MIQ). The mathematical expression of MID and MIQ are as 

follow: 

MID: 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑓𝑖𝜖𝑜ℎ𝑚;𝑆
[𝐼(𝐹𝑖 , 𝐻) −

1

|𝑆|
∑ 𝐼(𝐹𝑖, 𝐹𝑗)𝐹𝑗𝜖𝑆 ]                                                                                                                                     (8)     

MIQ: 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑓𝑖𝜖𝑜ℎ𝑚;𝑆
[

𝐼(𝐹𝑖,𝐻)
1

|𝑆|
∑ 𝐼(𝐹𝑖,𝐹𝑗)𝐹𝑗𝜖𝑆

]                                                                                                                                                         (9) 

3. Proposed Method 

This paper proposes an intelligent method based on ConvNet and SVM for chest CT image analysis and COVID-19 

detection. The proposed method includes four main modules: a feature extraction module, a classification module, feature 

selection module and an optimization module. Figure 6 shows the main framework of the proposed COVID-19 diagnosis method. 

In the feature extraction module of the proposed method, we used a ConvNets for generating deep and abstract features from CT 

images that cannot be seen or detected by a human expert. The automatically extracted features lead to more accurate infection 

detection and classification. In the feature selection module, mRMR algorithm is applied on extracted deep features by ConvNet. 

Selection of effective features and removing redundant features lead to higher recognition accuracy and lower computational 

burden. In the classifier module, we used SVM. The SVMs seem to be effective alternatives to FCL, which conquer some of the 

fundamental flaw connected to FCL while retaining all advantages of FCL [44]. 

 

 
Figure 6. Main framework of the proposed COVID-19 diagnosis method 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/conquer/synonyms
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One great obstacle for implementing any classifier on a new problem is that it requires the amount of considerable 

experience and skill to select fitting hyper-parameters such as activation function type, number of convolution and pooling layer 

in ConvNets and kernel type and penalty factor in SVM. Since these hyper-parameters have internal relations, their tuning is 

notably expensive and time-consuming. For example, the higher number of convolution filters in the convolution layers with 

small size in ConvNet results in higher precision, but it also makes the training process more difficult due to a too large searching 

space. In SVM, the behavior of the SVM with Gaussian kernel function is very sensitive to gamma (𝛾) and penalty factor (C). 

The gamma determines how far the influence of a single training example reaches and the penalty factor trades off correct 

classification of training examples against maximization of the decision function’s margin. When gamma is very small, the 

model is too constrained and cannot capture the complexity or “shape” of the data. On the other hand, if gamma is too large, the 

radius of the area of influence of the support vectors only includes the support vector itself and no amount of regularization with 

penalty factor will be able to prevent overfitting. 

These hyper-parameters in the developed classifier are number of convolution and pooling layer (NL), activation function 

type (𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑡), learning rate (ŋ), number of kernels in convolution layer (𝑁𝐾𝐶), size of kernels in convolution layer (𝑆𝐾𝐶), stride 

value in the convolution layer (𝑆𝐶), zero-padding value (Z), pooling method type (𝑇𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔), size of kernels in pooling layer 

(𝑆𝐾𝑃), stride value in the pooling layer (𝑆𝑃) in ConvNet, and 𝛾 and C in SVM. In the developed method, we used Gaussian kernel 

function in SVM.  The 𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑡  could be rectified linear unit (ReLU), randomized ReLU (RReLU) and parametric ReLU (PReLU) 

and the 𝑇𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 could be Mixed, 𝐿𝑃 and Spatial Pyramid.   

In the developed method, the BWOA is employed for finding the optimal value of hyper-parameters in ConvNet and the 

SVM network. In the propounded method, the first variable in each spider indicates the number of convolution-pooling layers 

in ConvNet, the second variable indicates the learning rate, and the third and fourth variables show 𝛾 and C in the SVM. The 

reaming variables indicate the hyper-parameters of each convolution layer and the pooling layer. Figure 7 shows unknown hyper-

parameters in the proposed method.  

 
Figure 7. Unknown hyper-parameter values in the proposed classifier 

One of the critical challenges in the optimization task is defining a suitable fitness function. Recognition accuracy, which 

is calculated through confusion matrix, has been utilized as the fitness function of the BWOA in our developed method. The 

confusion matrix consists of four entries, namely: True positive (TP), False positive (FP), True negative (TN) and False negative 

(FN). In this matrix, TP refers to the cases’ number which has been classified accurately when COVID-19 infected, FP refers to 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/obstacle/synonyms
https://www.powerthesaurus.org/implementing/synonyms
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the cases’ number which has been classified incorrectly when COVID-19 infected, TN refers to the cases’ number which has 

been classified correctly when COVID-19 not-infected (healthy) and FN refers to the cases’ number classified incorrectly when 

COVID-19 not-infected (healthy). Recognition accuracy refers to a test’s capability in differentiating between COVID-19 

infected patients and not infected cases in an accurate way. For estimating a test’s recognition accuracy, the proportion of TP 

and TN in all of the cases which have been evaluated need to be calculated. Mathematically, this can be formulated as below: 

100                                                                                     (10)
TP+TN

Fitness function:   Recognition accuracy=
TP+FN+FP+TN

  

An ideal medical test should show a positive result for all cases who have the target condition (in this study, COVID-19 

infected condition). Its capability to do this is stated by its sensitivity. Sensitivity is the proportion of all patients with the disease 

(TP + FN) who indeed have a positive test result (TP). However, a high sensitivity alone does not make a test a perfect medical 

test. The test also needs to be negative for all cases without the disease. This ability is described by the specificity of the test. 

The specificity is the proportion of all patients without the disease and a negative test result (TN) of all those without the disease 

(TN + FP). The sensitivity and specificity can be formulated as follow: 

                                                                                                                                            (11)

                    

TP
Sensitivity

TP FN

TN
Specifity

TN FP







                                                                                                                          (12)

 

The BWOA should find optimal values of ConvNet and SVM parameters with the aim of increasing the recognition 

accuracy. At the same time, the proposed method must have high sensitivity and specificity.  

4 Results 

In this section, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated. For this purpose, several experiments were performed 

and the obtained results are presented in the following subsections.  

4.1 Dataset 

In this study, the chest CT images dataset collected in the National Research Institute of Tuberculosis and Lung Diseases 

(NRITLD), Masih Daneshvari Hospital, Tehran, Iran is used for evaluation of the developed method [45]. The dataset is collected 

by three experienced radiologists with 15, 10, and 17 years of clinical experience between September 2019 and July 2020. This 

dataset includes 2688 CT slices from 336.  

From 336 cases, 215 cases are patients confirmed with COVID-19 (1720 slices) and 121 cases are patients with other 

respiratory diseases such as Pneumonia, Emphysema, and Asthma that are confirmed by an experienced radiologist (968 slices). 

The 121 cases with other respiratory diseases were collected between September 2019 and January 2020 and COVID-19 cases 

are collected after the beginning of the outbreak. In COVID-19 cases, imaging studies were performed between 3-5 days from 

the onset of flu-like symptoms. All CT image slices of patients were converted to the gray-scale and resized to 256 × 256 × 1 

pixels. Table 1 lists the details of the dataset. 

Table 1: Details of dataset [45] 

Class Gender No. Cases Age range Age mean Age SD 

COVID-19 
Male 96 [19  74] 46.3 15.8 

Female 119 [23  78] 51.2 12.4 

Other respiratory diseases 
Male 73 [19  77] 42.9 18.3 

Female 48 [18  75] 49.6 11.7 
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Figsures 8 and 9 show some CT images related to COVID-19 infected and COVID-19 not infected cases as an example. 

Figure 8 belongs to a 58-year-old woman who had a high fever for five days with a non-wet cough. In this case, the RT-PCR 

test was negative, but CT images indicated some areas of GGO and massive consolidation in the posterior parts of the lower 

lobes. The passage of time and further symptoms of the disease showed that this person was indeed suffering from the COVID-

19.  Moreover, Figure 9 shows CT images of a person with Pneumonia.  

 
Figure 8. CT images of a person with COVID-19 in the dataset [45] 

 
Figure 9. CT images of a person with Pneumonia [45] 

All the obtained results are the average of 50 independent runs. The simulations are performed using a personal computer 

with five processing cores (core i7) and 16 GB RAM and Python programming language.  

4.2 Performance of the proposed method 

In this subsection, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated. For this purpose, hyper-parameters are selected 

using the optimization algorithm. In the BWOA, 20 spiders are generated randomly in the search space and the optimization 

process is iterated 100 times. The selected hyper-parameters using the BWOA are listed in Table 2. Based on the best obtained 

results, SVM with Gaussian radial basis function (GRBF) led to the highest recognition accuracy.  

Therefore, we used this type of kernel function in the simulations. According to the BWOA, ConvNet with five layers 

(NL=5) and learning rate equal to 0.00164 (ŋ = 0.00164) and SVM with 𝛾 = 0.0539 and C= 23.1 lead to the best performance. 
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Figure 10 shows the main structure of the developed COVID-19 diagnosis system. In the developed method, 1152 deep features 

are extracted using ConvNet. In the following module, feature selection module, the most efficient and informative features, 82 

features, are selected out of 1152 features. 

Table 2. Optimal configuration 

Layer Output shape 𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑡 𝑁𝐾𝑐 𝑆𝐾𝑐 𝑆𝑐 Z 𝑇𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝐾𝑝 𝑆𝑝 

Raw data 256 256 1   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

First 123 123 3   RReLU 32 6 6  2 1 pL  3 3  1 

Second 118 118 64   PReLU 64 5 5  1 1  2 2  1 

Third 56 56 128   PReLU 128 4 4  2 2 Mixed 3 3  1 

Fourth 12 12 256   PReLU 256 4 4  1 1 pL  3 3  1 

Fifth 3 3 128   RReLU 128 6 6  1 1 pL  2 2  1 

Flatten 

layer 
1152 1  - - - - - - - - 

mRMR 82 1  - - - - - - - - 

SVM 𝛾 = 0.0539 C=23.1 - - - - - - - 

 

 

Figure 10. Main structure of developed COVID-19 diagnosis system 

For examining the performance and generalization capability of our method, we have utilized different training/ 

validation/test ratios as listed by Table 3. For medical issues where data collection is difficult, the classifier should be able to 

train with a small amount of data and perform well on test data. In other words, it must have good generalization performance.  

Table 3. Different Training/ Validation/Test sets (%) 

Set Training Validation Test 

𝑆𝑒𝑡1 30 10 60 

𝑆𝑒𝑡2 45 10 45 

𝑆𝑒𝑡3 60 10 30 

 
Table 4 shows the performance of different optimized classifiers on test data. This table also shows the performance of 

conventional ConvNet, which combines convolutional layers with FLCs. In this case, all the hyper-parameters are optimized by 

BWOA. The obtained results demonstrate the superior performance of the developed method (BWOA – ConvNet – mRMR - 

SVM).  
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Table 4. Performance of the optimized classifiers on test data 

Set Classifier Input  RA (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) AUC 

𝑆𝑒𝑡1 FCL 1152 1  98.21 98.28 98.04 0.991 

𝑆𝑒𝑡1 FCL 82 1  98.47 98.56 98.22 0.991 

𝑆𝑒𝑡1 SVM 1152 1  99.04 99.14 98.75 0.992 

𝑆𝑒𝑡1 SVM 82 1  99.37 99.42 99.29 0.996 

𝑆𝑒𝑡2 FCL 1152 1  98.63 98.72 98.34 0.992 

𝑆𝑒𝑡2 FCL 82 1  99.17 99.23 99.05 0.993 

𝑆𝑒𝑡2 SVM 1152 1  99.25 99.36 99.05 0.994 

𝑆𝑒𝑡2 SVM 82 1  99.66 99.74 99.54 0.997 

𝑆𝑒𝑡3 FCL 1152 1  98.54 98.56 98.40 0.991 

𝑆𝑒𝑡3 FCL 82 1  99.07 99.14 98.93 0.992 

𝑆𝑒𝑡3 SVM 1152 1  99.18 99.28 98.93 0.993 

𝑆𝑒𝑡3 SVM 82 1  99.53 99.57 99.46 0.996 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Confusion matrix of proposed method for different sets 

 

Figure 12. The ROC curves of the proposed method for Set 2 
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.  Figure 13.  Training stopping point 

For Set 1 that uses only 30% of data for training purpose, the developed method had 99.37% recognition accuracy. The 

results from these applications indicate that SVM classifiers exhibit enhanced generalization performance, which seems to be 

the power of support vector machines. Additionally, the AUC values are also calculated according to the area under the receiver 

operating characteristic (ROC) curves, if the AUC is close to one, it indicates an excellent classifier. For Set 2, the proposed 

classifier achieved AUC of 0.997, sensitivity, 99.74%; specificity, 99.54%; and accuracy, 99.66%. For Set 3 that uses large 

amount of data for training, the generalization capability is reduced a little.  

Figure 11 shows confusion matrix of proposed method for different sets. Moreover, the obtained results show the high effect 

of feature selection algorithm performance of SVM. For example for Set 2, SVM using all extracted deep features (1152 features) 

and only selected features using mRMR (82 features) had 99.25% and 99.66% recognition accuracy, which prove the high impact 

of intelligent feature selection. Figure 12 the ROC curves for Set 2 and Figure 13 shows the training stopping point. 

4.3 Discussion 

For further investigations, the effect of hyper-parameters on ConvNet-SVM is investigated. In the first experiment, the 

effect of NL and ŋ is investigated on Set 2. For this purpose, several ConvNet-SVM with different NL and ŋ have been built and 

other hyper-parameters are optimized by BWOA. Figure14 shows the obtained results.  

 
Figure 14.  Effect of NL and ŋ on ConvNet-SVM performance 
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This figure shows that hyper-parameters such as NL and ŋ have a high impact on ConvNet-SVM accuracy. For instance, if 

the ŋ is very small, the algorithm may be get trapped in the local minimum. On the other hand, if the ŋ is very large, the algorithm 

cannot perform a good local search and derive the exact answer from the optimal point neighborhood. The NL has a high impact 

on the effectiveness of the extracted features. Using the low number of layers, hidden patterns in the input signal cannot be 

detected. On the other hand, if the number of layers is too high, it causes features to be extracted that have lost much useful 

information. This test shows that the depth of the network plays an important role. Of course, there is no direct and linear 

relationship between the number of layers and the degree of effectiveness of the features, and this hyper-parameter must be 

selected based on extensive simulations or optimization algorithms. Similar conditions exist for other hyper-parameters such as 

the number of filter in ConvNet, and their value must be carefully selected to ensure the network performs best.  

In the next experiment, the effect of 𝛾 and C on SVM performance are investigated using Set 2. In this experiment, the 

hyper-parameters of ConvNet are optimized by BWOA. The obtained results are listed in Table V. It can be seen that there are 

no straight relationship between the value of 𝛾 and C, and SVM performance. For example, we cannot say that increasing the 

value of 


 increase the recognition accuracy. Therefore, the value of these parameters should be determined carefully.  

Table 5. Effect of SVM hyper-parameters using Set 2 


 C RA (%) 

0.01 0.1 98.35 

0.1 10 98.60 

1 100 97.69 

10 1000 97.11 

0.01 1000 98.35 

0.1 100 98.31 

1 10 97.38 

10 1 97.02 

 
One of the important characteristics that each classifier must have is the same performance in different implementations. In 

other words, the classifier must have robust performance. To investigate the robustness of the proposed method in different 

implementations, the proposed method was run 50 times and simulation results showed that the standard deviation (SD) of the 

algorithm was zero. This value indicates that the proposed method can be reliably applied to different data and yields excellent 

results. In Figure 15, the convergence of the BWOA is shown in three different independent implementations. It can be seen that 

in all three implementations, the algorithm converges to the same accuracy and has a robust performance. In addition, this figure 

shows the changes in the learning rate parameter during the optimization process as an example of BWOA performance. 

 
Figure 15.  BWOA convergence 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/characteristic/synonyms
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Recently, early detection of COVID-19 has been attracted lots of attentions among the researchers and scientists so that 

various studies have been done in this case due to the importance of COVID-19 accurate diagnosis. Since there is no single 

dataset available, then comparing with other methods directly is kind of a difficult task for COVID-19 detection problem. Setting 

the patterns differently (for example, the number of training and testing samples and the number of patterns) provides us with 

various performance. Due to some facts such as different CT scan devices which may give different CT images with different 

qualities, and also the relationship among race and COVID-19 mortality and infection which may give various trends, then the 

direct numerical comparison will become very difficult. In the comparison stage, two newly emerged approaches available in 

the literature have been employed on our dataset. The obtained results are listed in Table 6. All the listed results are the average 

of 50 independent runs. 

This experiment proves the high generalization performance of the proposed method. For Set 1, the highest accuracy, 

99.37% is achieved by proposed method. The other classifiers much lower accuracy than our method. Moreover, this experiment 

proves the superiority of SVM over other classifiers like LSTM and FCL. 

Table 6. Performance analysis of various methods  

Ref Method Structure  Set   RA (%) 

[18] ConvNet  ResNet-101 1 99.01 

[18] ConvNet Xception 1 98.82 

[19] ConvNet Pre-trained ResNet18 1 98.47 

[19] ConvNet Pre-trained ResNet50 1 98.62 

[19] ConvNet Pre-trained SqueezeNet 1 98.49 

[21] ConvNet + LSTM Trial and error 1 98.93 

This study ConvNet + SVM Optimized by BWOA  1 99.37 

[18] ConvNet  ResNet-101 2 99.36 

[18] ConvNet Xception 2 99.21 

[19] ConvNet Pre-trained ResNet18 2 99.09 

[19] ConvNet Pre-trained ResNet50 2 99.13 

[19] ConvNet Pre-trained SqueezeNet 2 99.05 

[21] ConvNet + LSTM Trial and error 2 99.27 

This study ConvNet + SVM Optimized by BWOA  2 99.66 

[18] ConvNet  ResNet-101 3 99.32 

[18] ConvNet Xception 3 99.24 

[19] ConvNet Pre-trained ResNet18 3 98.78 

[19] ConvNet Pre-trained ResNet50 3 98.94 

[19] ConvNet Pre-trained SqueezeNet 3 99.02 

[21] ConvNet + LSTM Trial and error 3 99.18 

This study ConvNet + SVM Optimized by BWOA  3 99.53 

 

5 Conclusion 

The number of cases of COVID-19 continues to rise in Iran and around the world.  In this condition, timely diagnosis of 

the disease in early stages can help physicians to adopt the right decisions and choose appropriate remedies methods, and 

ultimately increase the chances of survival of the patient to a very high level. According to the importance of the issue, in this 

study, a new hybrid method was presented to process a CT scan of chest images and diagnosis of COVID-19 disease. In this 

method, the ConvNet was used for the automatic extraction of characteristics and the SVM for the final classification of images. 

In addition, mRMR was used for feature selection and BWOA was used to select the optimal parameters of ConvNet and the 

SVM. The proposed method can diagnose the disease with high accuracy.  

Besides the high recognition accuracy, the proposed method has high sensitivity and specificity and is recommended for 

patients with early COVID-19 stage. The developed method can be useful in eliminating disadvantages such as an insufficient 

number of available RT-PCR test kits, test costs, and waiting time of test results. Application of the proposed COVID-19 

diagnosis system can be helpful for the accurate and early detection of this disease, and can also be assistive to overcome the 
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challenge of a lack of specialized physicians in remote villages. According to simulation results, the developed method can be 

trained properly without needing for large amount of database.  
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